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Chairperson
Miss Atlehang Nkotha

Atlehang Nkotha is currently studying towards her
Master’s in Business Management. She is the
Chairperson of the SWEEP Student Chapter. Her role is
to lead the society and ensure responsibilities for
particular aspects are met. She has the responsibility to
ensure that matters are dealt with in an orderly and
efficient manner.

Co-chairperson
Miss Monalisa Mapapu

Monalisa Mapapu is currently studying Advanced
Diploma Business Studies Management Practice in the
Faculty of Business and Economic Sciences at the Nelson
Mandela University. She is also the co-chairperson for
the SWEEP Student Chapter. Her role is to assist in
leading the organisation and ensuring that everyone
within the organisation does what's expected from them and lead by
example, most importantly work closely with the Chairperson with
regards to making decisions for the society.

Treasurer
Miss Whané Constable

Whané Constable is a first year BA General student at
the Nelson Mandela University. She is currently the
Treasurer for the SWEEP student chapter and she is
responsible for all things finance in the society and to
make sure that the society doesn't spend too much as
well as not spend at all.

Secretary
Miss Sibabaliwe Zwide

Sibabaliwe Zwide is a student at NMU, currently doing
her third year in human resources management.
Sibabaliwe is the secretary as well as the recruitment
officer for the SWEEP student chapter, her role is to set
up meetings, take minutes, compile and send the
necessary documents to the necessary people as well as
recruit and retain the members of SWEEP.

Events Officer

Miss Felicia Khumalo

Felicia Khumalo is a third year student, currently
studying towards a bachelor's degree in public
administration and business management. Under
SWEEP she is the Events Officer, responsible for coming
up and hosting events that serves the members and the
SWEEP's Constitution.
Public Relations Officer
Miss Olwethu Nxumalo

Olwethu Nxumalo is the Public Relations Officer of the
SWEEP Student Chapter at NMU. She is currently doing
her second year of studies towards a Diploma in
Marketing. Her role in the society is to ensure that the
social media pages of SWEEP are updated every week,
she also carries the responsibility of handling the
graphics within the society when it comes to posters, invites and all
other things which require graphic designs. She also has the
responsibility to represent SWEEP at events with other collaborating
societies.

